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Newsletter June 2023
Dear friends,

The first newsletter for a while, as the Rosedale enters it’s 45th year of service to the community, my 
44th year of service at the Summertown Clinic and I celebrate my 70th year on the planet !!!!

After our 14 week shut-down with the Covid outbreak, my team and I have been working ever harder to 
help with post-viral and post vaxx fatigue issues.

Some good strategies and outcomes have been implemented and borne fruit.

This has been encouraging as the World seems to be evermore anxious, fragile and fatigued, mentally, 
physically and spiritually. The Rosedale and Summertown clinics form a hub for regeneration and strong 
support.

My ethos, from day one, has been to learn as much as possible in the way of academic knowledge, the 
best techniques, the best integration and deliver them to you in as swift and cost effective manner as 
possible. The result is that I have some of the best testing and therapy modalities available to help you 
attain your health goals. I have also added the following rider, if I can’t find a method to help you, I will do 
my best to find someone who can. 

The clinic finances are an extension of the ethos.

To produce an affordable structure which gives you what you need and also runs the clinic, I have always 
kept costs to you, well below anyone else who does similar work. To make this happen, I work exception-
ally long hours and buy all our supplies in bulk to obtain maximum discounts.

Some years ago the osteopaths and chiropractors gained state registration and were no longer required 
to pay out VAT.

Acupuncturists, like vets, are still landed with VAT. Therefore  20% of what you pay the clinic is taken as 
VAT before the clinic sees a penny.

Current fee is £50-00 of which VAT is £8-33. Leaving a real fee of £41-67

From June 1st 2023.

Treatment fee will be £55-00 of which VAT is £9-17 leaving a residual £45-83

Double appointments will be £65-00 of which VAT is £10-83 leaving a residual £54-17 as the fee we take.

Double appointments are when we work on one therapy and then move to do another. Eg, a session of 
Bioresonance and acupuncture, then a spinal treatment.

The fee increase is as small as I can make it in the light of cost increases, it takes us to roughly where 
equivalent practices were a year ago.

The cost of importing our medicines and even bottle droppers at £200 a bag has shot up. The increase 
for these remedies just takes us back to cost.

This place is founded to offer the best help, so, let me know if there is financial difficulty with our new 
structure and I will do what I can.

I am always grateful for your feedback on the work we do together,

Looking forward to being of continued service,

Chris.


